in which the coefficients A{, i = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, are mXn matrices having m rows and n columns of scalar elements, and where X is an »X» matrix, is said to be unilateral! in that the known matrices Ai, i = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, occur as factors on the left (or on the right) of each term of its left member. In case m = n the equation was studied by Sylvester in several papers of a series that appeared largely in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars of 1883 and 1884, the Philosophical Magazine, and the Comptes Rendus de l'Académie de Sciences.4; The solution of particular types of equations in matrices that may be regarded as special cases under the above was further studied by Buchheim, Frobenius, Taber, Kreis, Cecioni, Wedderburn and others. §
equation might have at best matric coefficients every two of which are commutative. The only cases in which equation (1) has received attention as far as the writer is aware is in the algebra of quaternions and that given it by Sylvester.*
In the following pages we shall seek necessary conditions for the existence of a solution of (1) and at the same time we shall indicate how a solution, when it exists, may be computed. The literature gives very essential aids in the attack of this problem when solutions whose elements belong to a restricted field of rationality are sought, and we have the work of Cecionif as an example of such an attack upon a related problem ; we shall nevertheless consider only solutions, X, of the given equation whose elements belong to the complex number field of rationality. The results we derive will come from equation (1) which has the known matrices on the left of its terms, but with an entirely parallel procedure the proofs and theorems can be carried out for anrnXm matrix as a solution of the equation where all A's occur on the right of the unknown.
The notation that will be adopted is essentially that employed in the literature. Î We shall use large italic letters to designate matrices having several columns, but when the matrices have a single column of elements we shall indicate the fact by using script capitals. The elements of the mXn matrix A are the scalars ai;-, i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , m,j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, and with the convention just stated we may write A = ÇAi,zAt, ■ ■ ■ , zAn), where zA¡,j = l, 2, ■••,«, is the matrix formed by the m elements in the jth column of A. The scalar elements of a matrix will always be indicated by lower case letters.
Section I
Suppose that the equation (1) has a solution X, which of necessity is an »X» matrix since we are interested particularly in the case where the degree, p, of (1) where ^ = 0, and let §,, be the mXl matrix formed by the jth column of Q. With this we find that the matric equation giving the »< columns following the first Vi of the members of (3) is
where X is a scalar variable; the element a«t(X), A = l, 2, • • • , m, k = l, 2, ■ ■ -, », is a polynomial in X whose degree does not exceed p. Also let * Zero matrices of whatever dimensions will be given by 0; their horizontal and vertical orders will be clear from the expressions in which they occur, M, ¿<'>(X) = (fli»'(X)), where all (x) is the rth derivative of ahkQ<) with respect to X. Since («. . , «**(*.) a»*(X) s a«.^*,-) + ahk(x,)(\ -xt) H---(X -xx)2 2! we are then permitted to write (p), .
ahk(xi),
where / is a positive integer and (j) is the (/+l)st binomial coefficient. For X,° we may write the unit «,X«, matrix. Because the elements x{ are scalars they are commutative with ijj,,, / = 1, 2, • • • , n, and we can then readily verify the fact that the first, second, • • • , ra.th columns of the members of (4) satisfy the equations
.,
Now by hypothesis Q is a non-singular matrix, hence none of its columns can be a zero matrix. The first equation above is a system of m linear and homogeneous equations* in the n elements of i^+i^O; we can therefore conclude that the rank, ra, of ACx¿) is less than n.] When m<n this condition is always satisfied by an arbitrary Xt. We shall henceforth speak of xit i = l, 2, ■ ■ • , s, as the characteristic values of X. We therefore have the following theorem. J Theorem I. The characteristic values, x{, i = 1,2, • • • , s, of X, a solution of il), must be such that the rank of A (a;¿) is less than n.
When m<n this theorem gives us no information regarding the characteristic values of X.
Corollary.
The number of distinct characteristic values of X cannot exceed the number of distinct values of X for which the rank of A (X) is less than n.
The rank of ACxí) being ru, then the number of linearly independent matrices, §l,i+i, that satisfy the first equation of (6), is n -ra.
Theorem II. If X is a solution of il) whose characteristic determinant \X-XI | has the elementary divisors ixi-X)»< ii= 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , s), the number of elementary divisors that are powers of the same linear factor Xi-X cannot exceed n-rü, where ru is the rank of ACx¿).
We shall now establish two theorems basing our reasoning on all w,-equations of (6).
Section II
A (X) is an m Xn X-matrix for which we shall form an equivalent X-matrix, J5(X), by means of the following transformations:
1. The interchange of any two columns. 2. The multiplication of each element of a column of ^4(X) by the same constant not zero.
3. The addition to the elements of one column of the products of corre-sponding elements of another column by one and the same polynomial in X.* The matrix A ÇX)Q is equivalent to A (X), since Q is a non-singular matrix and the multiplication of AÇX) by it on the right employs only the three transformations above. Let \ (X -X^'bm.,i+liX), bm,yi+îÇX).
, bm.yi+n.ÇX)
, ni, are polynoand the elements bki.ri+hiX), k = l, 2, ■■ ■ , m, h = l,2, ■ mials whose degree in X does not exceed p.
Theorem III. If X is a solution of il) and if \X-XI \ has the elementary divisors Çxi-X)ni,i = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , s, then the X-matrix, AÇX), can be transformed by means of elementary transformations of its columns to an equivalent matrix the elements of whose («i+w2+ • • • -r-«¿-i+l)sí column, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s, have the common factor iX-x¡)ni.
Corollary
1. If m = n, \AÇX) \ is divisible by the characteristic determinant (j>iX)= \X-XI |, of a solution of (1), or may be identically zero.
*Bôcher, op. cit., p. 262.
2. If m>n the determinant of an nXn matrix formed from ACS), by deleting any m-n of its rows, is divisible by the characteristic determinant, <f>(X) = \X-X7 I, of a solution of (1), or is identically zero.
If m<n no such a simple corollary may be deduced from the theorem; this case will be taken up in Section III.
We shall now seek restrictions upon the degree and upon the number of elementary divisors of \X-X7 | corresponding to the base (:*;<-X).
Regard only the first/-1, júni, equations of (6). These may be looked upon as m(j-l) linear and homogeneous equations in the »(/ -1) elements of ,i+t, k = \,2, • ■ ■ ,j -l, and may be written in the form
Let the rank of the matrix of the coefficients of this system be r,-,,_i. Since Q is non-singular and 7^»,-, no ijj,,<+*, k = l, 2, • • • , j -1, is zero, so that r,-,,_i must be less than the number of elements in ^,i+k,k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,j -l;
that is, nij -1) -n.j-i > 0.
Suppose we have an entirely general set of matrices Q,,i+k, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , 7 -1, satisfying (7), which we shall designate by
Let the number of arbitrary parameters among the elements of ^,^+/) that are independent of those appearing in the elements of ^,^+a', l=h<k, be given by e^_1). Then the total number of independent parameters that may enter the matrices satisfying (7) is
Za* = nij -1) -r¿,,_i.
4=1
Now regard the system given by the first j equations of (6) in the same way.
The most general set of matrices satisfying this system is (¿ = 1,2, ,j). [January Let e;f be the number of independent parameters that can occur in ^."¿4.* that are moreover independent of those in any matrix Si^+i,, l^h<k.
Then, as above,
53«i* = nJ -ra-*=i
We shall show that ra -n,j-.i < n,j g «¡, where we let ri0 = 0.
Evidently if £&7+l, k = l, 2, ■ ■ , j -l, satisfy the first j -1 equations of (6) and if £l,f+k, k = l, 2, ■ ■ , j, satisfy the corresponding system of j equations, then
is again a set satisfying the first j equations of (6) with absolutely no restrictions upon the arbitrary parameters that are in either set; hence we may conclude that
where we let e(¿_1) = 0. From this fact and from (8) and (9) we can conclude that nj -r(j è n(j -1) -r¿,,_i.
The equality sign here cannot hold, for if it did then
and e¡i would be zero. That is, ^,*f+i has no arbitrary parameters, and since A(xi)Sivf+1 = 0 is a system of linear homogeneous equations in the elements of Q}y'.+i and if no arbitrary parameter occur among them, all must be zero. This is not possible ior j^nit since Q is a non-singular matrix. Hence nj -m > n(j -1) -n,j-i, or ra -r¿,,_i < », j ^ nf.
Theorem IV. The degree n¡ of the elementary divisor (*<-X)n< of the characteristic determinant, \X -\l\, of a solution of (I) cannot equal nor exceed the least positive integer, j, for which ra -n,s-i ^ n.
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We can get still more general results. From (8), (9), and (10) we see that en = nj -m -(n(j -1) -r<,,_i). Now the number of matrices, Ü£"(*+i, £» ¡zj, that are linearly independent cannot exceed e^ , where this is the number of arbitrary parameters in which the elements of Qîf+i are expressed. Corresponding to each elementary divisor (xi-X)*% having a given base (xt-X), we have a matrix ^j*+i, and since Q is non-singular the number of exponents ki that exceed / cannot exceed en £ n-(riS -fí.y-i).
This fact gives us the following important theorem :
Theorem V. The number of elementary divisors (xi-\)ni of the characteristic determinant of X, a solution of (1), that are powers of the same linear factor, £,•-X, and whose degree equals or exceeds j cannot exceed n -(n,--r,%i_i), where we let ri0 = 0.
In case/ = 1, we get Theorem II, likewise the preceding theorem may be derived as a special case of the above.
Section III
We shall now take up the study of solutions of (1) when m<n or when the determinants of the »X» matrices formed from ^4(X) are all identically zero. The rank, r, of A(\), regarded as a X-matrix, is then less than n. That is, the determinants of all matrices formed by the common elements of more than r rows and columns of ^4(X) are identically zero, regarding X as a variable, whereas at least one rXr matrix so formed has as its determinant a polynomial in X not identically zero.* In the present section, we consequently consider the case where r<n; hence a solution of (1) where pi = 0, vi = mr+p"; then by a procedure entirely parallel to that in Section I, we obtain the equations corresponding to (6) for the m( columns following the first m< or for the % following the first v, of an equation corresponding to (3). Since the sequence in which elements 72,-and Xj are written in X is immaterial, we shall write the system corresponding to (6) for i = 1 with the subscript of p suppressed. We have then (11) ¿(p)&G>)«0,
where we are justified in writing Qkip), k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , mi, as matrices of a single column having elements that are polynomials in p alone. The other parameters p2, p3, ■ ■ ■ , p, must drop out identically from these equations because the coefficients, Alk)(p), k = 0, 1, • • • , f»<-1, are independent of them. Evidently for the constant characteristic values the study reduces to that taken up in the preceding sections. We can readily show that the first identity of (11),
is satisfied by only n-r matrices:
where r is the rank of ^4(X), and where Quip) are such that the rank of the matrix
is n-r. Every other matrix Qiip) satisfying (12) is expressible linearly in terms of these n-r in the following form:
where ¿(p) and ¿<(p), i = l,2, ■ ■■ , n-r, are polynomials in p. If j of the parameters pi, p2, ■■ , p" are identical, then j columns of Q must satisfy (12), hence the matrix formed by those / columns will be of rank j only iij = n -r. [January Theorem VI. The number of elementary divisors (p¿-X)mi, i = l, 2, ■ ■ -, <r, of the characteristic determinant of a solution of (1) having the same base ifii-X) or in which the bases (p<-X), i -1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , o, may simultaneously be equals, cannot exceed n-r.
Suppose that ^,i(X) = (</a(X) ) satisfies the identity ^4(X)^,i(X)=0; then (14) Èa« ( where A'(K) and §,i (X) are the matrices whose elements are the first derivatives with respect to X of the corresponding elements of -4(X) and ^,i(X) respectively. Continuing in this way to higher derivatives, and replacing X by p in the first mi equations, including (12), so obtained, we see that A sufficient condition that (1) have a solution is that Q, \Q | not identically zero, may be constructed from the solutions of (12) in the manner given above. To do this may be impossible for solutions whose characteristic determinants have all elementary divisors of the kind (p¿-X)m*',¿ = 1,2, • • • , o, but (1) may have a solution in whose characteristic determinant the elementary divisors ixj-X)ni,j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s, where x, are constants, are permitted.
This possibly arises when the determinants of all rXr matrices formed from AÇx) have the greatest common factor pÇx), not a constant. Let the zeros of pÇX) he x¡, j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s; for these values the rank, r,i, of AÇx,) is less than r, the rank of AÇX). The columns that Q must have permitting the characteristic values x¡, j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s, must satisfy the equations (6) of the preceding sections. If the columns so determined for Xj, j = l, 2, • ■ • , s, and the columns satisfying (11) permit us to build up a non-singular matrix, Q, then a solution of (1) whose characteristic determinant has the corresponding elementary divisors
exists. This is clarified by an example that will be given later. We can get a rather simple sufficient condition for the existence of solutions of (1) all of whose characteristic values are variables.
Suppose that QÇX) such that
and whose elements ?<(X), i = l, 2, ■ • ■ , n, are polynomials of degree q in X, exists. Then
where Q-^ÇX), k = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , q, is the matrix whose elements are the Ath derivatives of corresponding elements of ^,(X), is an identity in X and p. This identity may be written matricly as
If here we replace X by p.-, * = 1, 2, • • • , n, respectively, and regard the matrix, Q, having Í2j,(p<), i = 1, 2, • • ■ , n, as its columns, we have
in which the first factor of the right member is an nX(q+l) matrix and the second is a (ff-f-1) X» matrix. The rank of Q cannot exceed the rank of either. factor;andif q<n -l,therankof Q, whatevertheparametersp,,¿ = 1, 2, • • -, n, may be is less than n. On the other hand, if q equals or exceeds n -1, the first factor will certainly be of rank n if the elements of i^(p) are linearly independent, because the determinant of the matrix formed by its first n columns is the Wronskian of those elements multiplied by a constant not zero. The second factor will be of rank n if and only if Pi^p,-, i^j, and q^n -1, for the determinant of the matrix formed by its first n rows is the determinant of Vandermonde.
Now if the elements of ijJ/X) are linearly independent and if Pi^Pj, i ?±j, then Q is of rank n, for regarding the first factor of the right member of (15) as a X-matrix with p as the variable parameter and the second factor as elementary transformations, as defined-earlier in the present section, upon the columns of the first, we see that this must be the case. This theorem may be extended in case the identity ^4(X)^,(X)=0 is satisfied by k matrices, ^,¡t(X), k<n-r, such that £ bjiX)QjiX) = 0 í=l cannot be satisfied by polynomials 6¿(X), not all identically zero, and such that the elements qaÇX), i = l, 2, •■•,», of i^(X) are linearly independent, to permit k of the elementary divisors (p¿-X)"" to have the same base (pi-X) or to take equal values.
Since the equation
plays such an important part in case the rank of AÇX) is less than n, we shall take up briefly a method of determining QÇX) whose elements ?¿(X), i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n, are polynomials in X of degree not exceeding/ Such a matrix will always exist if j is taken sufficiently large, and is given by This is a system of ip+j+l)m linear and homogeneous equations in the (j+l)n coefficients of the elements of QjX). The degree7 must be taken sufficiently large so that the rank of the matrix of the coefficients is less than (/+1)«. This is always possible since the rank, r, oí AÇx) is less than n. In fact, j can be so chosen that the rank of the system does not exceed nj+r, then the general solution of (17) gives us a fundamental set of polynomials •5,j(X),i = l, 2, • • • , n-r, in terms of which all others satisfying (12) may be expressed linearly with polynomial coefficients. Moreover, from (17) it is evident that if either A 0 or A p is of rank n then <2,(X) satisfying (16) must be identically zero, hence equation (1) may have solutions having variable characteristic values only when the rank of A0 and of A p is less than n.
We shall illustrate the above theory with two examples: Example 1.
(1,0,1)X2 + (-3,2,-2)X + (0,2,-3) = 0. Here ¿O) = (X2 -3X,2X + 2,X2 -2X -3), and according to equations (17) a solution of the first degree in X of (12) where pi, p2, qi, q3, fi, r2, r3, Si, s2, s3 are entirely arbitrary save that the determinant of Q in each case shall be different from zero. The given equation has no solutions whose characteristic determinants have as elementary divisors (-2 ± 2-31'2-X)2, (1 -X), (2-X),(l-X)2, 2 -X, 1 -X, 1 -X, because for each of tnese groups equations (6) lead to a singular Q, nor as elementary divisors 1 -X, 1 -X, 1 -X because of Theorem II.
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